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Abstract
The role of media in contemporary India is ever important. The concept of secularism is
enshrined in the Constitution of India, so is freedom of speech and expression. Communal
tensions have nevertheless prevailed in the country from time immemorial. Media reports are
meant to cover issues in an unbiased manner. However, media has been reckless in its reporting,
especially with its growing power. This is especially in the case of coverage of communal issues.
This article studies the disparity in media coverage on communal issues in various instances. It
uses doctrinal method to compare news reports of similar occasions and incidents involving
different parties. These instances include, grave crimes such as murder and rape, and also other
circumstances such as riots, constitutional and legislative changes. It does not serve to cover the
issue of communal tensions in themselves, but seeks to highlight the need for reform in media
regulatory norms.
Keywords: Media, Bias, Communalism, Secularism.
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Introduction
“The moment we no longer have a free press, anything can happen. What makes it possible for a
totalitarian or any other dictatorship to rule is that people are not informed.”
-Hannah Andret
In simple words, democracy can be stated as a system of government in which the ultimate
power is vested with the people. The three pillars of democracy are The Executive, The
Legislative, and The Judiciary; but with time media has emerged as the fourth pillar of
democracy. Media can be seen as an important tool which can shape a country into democracy.
The role of a media is similar to that of a mirror, it brings the harsh and bitter truth and realities
right in front of people. A media has the power to shape a nation; it can plant support as well as
discrepancy in people’s mind for any government or section of society. In a democratic country,
people should know and understand every step of government; thus, media comes into picture as
it acts as a middle man to transfer information to the public. This makes it a very important job
for media to show naked truth.
“Just because something is not a lie does not mean that it is not deceptive. A liar knows that he is
a liar, but one who speaks mere portions of truth in order to deceive is a craftsman of
destruction.”
– Criss Jami
Unlike in 20th century and early years of 21st century when different sections of media were
connected due to their ideological similarities, media in this era suffers from a political
attachment. The mainstream media tends to twist the words and shape the news in a way to
support one party, or to create hatred or dissatisfaction for another party. Similarly, the headlines
of mainstream media clearly gives an idea how there is a planned attempt to portray India as a
land full of caste discrimination, communal hatred, rape against minorities, rule of upper caste,
intolerant and unsafe for Muslims etc.
“All men are brothers; no one is big, no one is small. All are equal.”
-Rig Veda, 5:60:5
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Indian media as well as International media selectively pin point cases to meet their propaganda.
Intrinsically, death of a Muslim man for fight over train seat is termed as communal hatred by
Hindus whereas death of a Hindu man over train seat is referred to as crime between two people.
Rape in one part of country is highlighted and becomes international news whereas rapes in other
part are not even covered by media. A riot in Gujarat is active even after years and is termed as
atrocities against a religion whereas cleansing of Kashmiri pundits is not even termed as
communal violence.
Media Bias in Coverage on Abrogation of Article 370
Many media channels opposed the removal of Article 370 by the government. To suit their
propaganda, they took help of many ways to plant dissatisfaction in the mind of the people
against this decision of the government. NDTV claimed that this decision isn’t satisfactory as it
did not consider the opinion of the people living in Jammu and Kashmir. The main journalist of
NDTV, Mr Ravish Kumar compared the situation to that of National Emergency of 1975 and
also criticised the government stating that the problems of corruption, poverty, terrorism etc. can
also be seen in other states as well so does that mean government can turn any state to Union
Territory.1 International media as well as Indian media channels like NDTV, CNN, The Wire etc.
have opposed this decision telling how India has failed Kashmir and how this India is becoming
a Hindutva Raj. They claimed it to be opposing the brotherhood mind-set of Kashmiris. They
failed to mention how Jammu and Kashmir receives 10% of central fund with only 1% of total
population of country.2 They failed to mention how Jammu and Kashmir is a pathway for
terrorists emerging from Pakistan. They also failed to acknowledge how Jammu and Kashmir has
become a land of communal atrocities against many religions including Hindus and Sikhs.

Taran Deol, Terrorism has no religion, says Ravish Kumar, India Today’s questions on DSP Davinder Singh, The
Print (January 15, 2020), https://theprint.in/plugged-in/terrorism-has-no-religion-says-ravish-kumar-india-todaysquestions-on-dsp-davinder-singh/349739/.
1

2

Sharad Raghavan, J&K Gts 10% of funds with only 1% of Population, The Hindu (October 18, 20016),
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/JampK-gets-10-of-Central-funds-with-only-1-ofpopulation/article14506264.ece.
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Selective Silence of Media: Pakistan Occupies Kashmir
International media became unrest by the removal of Article 370 by calling it with different
names in their headings; The Guardian’s article called it a ‘decision of intent and ideology’, The
New York Times article termed it as ‘raising fears of unrest’, The Washington Post termed it as
‘disturbing turn’, Al Jazeera quoted Mufti calling that day as the ‘darkest day’.3 For ages the
entire discourse around the state of Jammu and Kashmir has been focussed on the Indian state,
and after revoking article 370 the discourse is around the negative effects this is going to have on
Kashmiri culture. However, media did not dwell on the other side of the Kashmir which is
controlled by Pakistan, that is, POK (Pakistan Occupied Kashmir). The Human Rights Watch has
done a research in Azad Kashmir (POK) and made a report which uncovers the abuses of
Pakistan government and its military on people of POK. The report talks about how Pakistan
suppresses people in POK through military with human rights violation happening every day in
POK. POK government works under Pakistan government and no person is given place in any
office unless they sign pledge of loyalty towards Pakistan. No person can oppose the government
and no local newspaper is allowed in POK. All media and decisions reaching POK are originated
from Pakistan. Pakistan government, without any explanation, can remove any head or any
official controlling any or all parts of POK. The report says Pakistan does not respect the human
rights of the people there and it deprives them of their basic needs like water in POK is
controlled by Pakistan and is used for the country more than it is used for the people in POK.
The report also quoted some truth about POK by people living in POK.4
Government of Azad Kashmir, by the Pakistanis, for Pakistan.
-

Former president of Azad Kashmir (name withheld)

Pakistan says they are our friends and India is our enemy. I agree India is our enemy, but with
friends like these, who needs enemies?
-

Mir Afzal Suleri, Muzaffarabad resident

3

The Wire Staff, Article 370: How International Media Covered the 'Constitutional Coup' in J&K, The Wire
(August 6, 2019), https://thewire.in/media/international-media-coverage-article-370-jammu-kashmir.
4

Report on Human Rights Vuiolations in Azad Kashmir, Human Rights Watch (September 20, 2006),
https://www.hrw.org/report/2006/09/20/friends-these/human-rights-violations-azad-kashmir.
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Media Disparity in Cases of Riots
It will not take much research for one to understand the biased nature of media while covering
atrocities and riots. Whenever one hears ‘Gujarat riots of 2002’, a picture of mass murder of
Muslims is automatically formed in mind. The riot killed about almost thousands including both
Hindus and Muslims but it is mostly termed as pogrom by media. For the first time in India,
violence was covered live by news channels. The national press and news channels made sure to
blame the Modi government for failing to control the riots and even suggested that the
government had been complicit in the riot.5 Some even sought an apology from the government.6
In 2012, Modi was declared clean from any involvement in 2002 riots by the Supreme Court of
India and this presents the condition of media which had already found him guilty. Even now
media blames the government for Gujarat riots and keeps it alive by bringing it in their
arguments against the government.
However, media has utterly failed to cover the cleansing of Kashmiri Pandits on the other end. In
fact, many people are ignorant about Kashmiri Pandits who have suffered in the state of Jammu
and Kashmir. Data from South Asia Terrorism Portal (SATP) shows that from late 1989 till 2003
as many as 36,290 lives has been lost in the state of Jammu and Kashmir.7 An article in SATP
also tells that pogrom of far lesser magnitude in other parts of the world has attracted much more
attention and help for the victims but the massacre of people, mostly Kashmiri Pandits, in Jammu
and Kashmir is gone unnoticed by various media and human rights protection group.8 Just in two
months, February and March 1990, about 140,000 to 160,000 Kashmiri Pandits were forced to
leave the valley of Kashmir in order to protect their lives. No press or media is ready to talk
about this pogrom and even if they mention it somehow, it is mostly projected as a matter of
discussion and controversies. Report from SATP and various other articles clearly mention the
Islamist slogans which originated from the crowd massacring the Kashmiri Pandits. It was
reported by the pandits that announcements in the form of posters or from local newspapers
5

N. Ram, The Changing Role of News Media in Contemporary News Media, Indian History Congress (December
2011).
6
Media Bias against Modi is a Myth: Sagarika Ghose, News 18 (July 10, 2013).
http://www.news18.com/news/india/media-bias-theory-against-modi-is-a-myth-sagarika-ghose-622707.html.
7

The Kashmiri Pandits: An Ethnic Cleansing the World Forgot, South Asia Terrorism Portal,
https://www.satp.org/islamist-extremism/data/The-Kashmiri-Pandits-An-Ethnic-Cleansing-the-World-Forgot.
8
Ibid.
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clearly asked them to leave the valley. The question which should be asked to the media is why a
2002 riot killing around 750 Muslims is still active in the media but a mass massacre and ethnic
cleansing of Kashmiri Pandits has been forgotten.
Not only in India, but internationally as well as Indian media fails to notice the ethnic cleansing
of Hindus in neighbouring countries as well. It is stated that when Pakistan was created in 1947,
population compromised of 15% Hindus but the last time Pakistan conducted a census, in 1998,
Hindus compromised of 1.6% of total population.9 According to Human Rights Watch 2019,
approximately 1000 Hindu women are abducted every year and are forced to convert into Islam.
It is not limited to Pakistan, but media fails to notice the atrocities of Hindus in Bangladesh.
From comprising of one-third population in 1951, it dropped to approx. 8% in 21st century.10
Media is considered as friend of the people which can show them the sides and realities of the
state and surrounding. But due to their biased and one-sided reports, it is not surprising to see
people losing faith in media. A decline of credibility from 60.6% in 2016 to 51.2% in 2020 has
been reported.11 A body of Kashmiri pandits in September 2019 protested outside the office of
the Washington Post newspaper because of the biased and one-sided news it is projecting for
Kashmir.12 The crowd argued that on one hand, Washington Post is publishing numerous articles
against the revocation of Article 370 in Jammu and Kashmir, but on the other hand they turn a
blind eye against the suffering of Kashmiri pandits in Kashmir.
If we look into the recent Delhi riots, it can be seen that the same news channels who call Gujarat
riots as communal tried their best to name this riot as a peaceful protest against government bill.
They even went to an extent of posting articles and criticising other news channels who tried to
call it communal.13 The communal aspect of the riot was disregarded even after the AAP9

Hindus in Pakistan: A Survey of Human Rights 2020, Hindu American Foundation,
https://www.hinduamerican.org/projects/human-rights-report/pakistan.
10
Richard Benkins, A QUIET CASE OF ETHNIC CLENSING: THE MURDER OF BANGLADESHI HINDUS.
11
Joanna Piancenza, New Media Credibility Rate Falls to a New Zero, Morning Consult (April 22, 2020),
https://morningconsult.com/2020/04/22/media-credibility-cable-news-poll/.
12
Indo Asian News Service, Kashmiri Pandits slam “biased” media coverage on Kashmir, Hindustan Times
(September 9, 2019), https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/kashmiri-pandits-slam-biased-media-coverageon-kashmir/story-gu6xE8AfxdzstZm54Wk7ZM.html.
13
Ayan Sharma, Delhi riots: A look at the news channels that passed the I&B ministry’s ‘unbiased’ test, News
Laundry (March 13, 2020). https://www.newslaundry.com/2020/03/13/delhi-riots-a-look-at-the-news-channels-thatpassed-the-ib-ministrys-unbiased-test.
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councillor, Tahir Hussain, confessed that he 'wanted to teach Hindus a lesson' and he was the
mastermind of Delhi riots. The riot also abused many journalists who shared their stories of how
they were heckled and harassed. One such instance shows how a journalist was harassed in Delhi
until he told them that he was also a Muslim.14 But still it was not enough proof for elite media
channels to name it a communal riot against Hindus.
Coverage on Love Jihad
On September 21, police found a beheaded body of a woman in Sonbhadra district of Uttar
Pradesh. The body was of a Hindu woman who was raped before being brutally murdered by her
Muslim husband and his friend.15 Soon after marriage, her husband started pressuring Priya to
get her father transfer his property on her name and later on pressured her to convert into Islam.
The girl did not wish to convert her religion. Frustrated by his failing attempts to convert her,
Ejaz Ahmed conspired with his friend to kill her. One case proves nothing, but 20 cases within
two months clearly mark it as a matter of concern. In a span of two months (mid of July till mid
of September 2020), twenty such cases of love Jihad has been reported in the country.16 Though
while reporting such cases, media fails to realize the problem of love jihad. For instance, when
India Today17 posted an article on Sonbhadra case, it did not mention the religion of the victim or
the culprit. Similarily, Times of India18 in its article on the same case also did not list the religion
of any party. Love Jihad is not limited to the exploitation of Hindu girls but it also targets women
of other religions as well. The Syro-Malabar Church, which is also the second-largest Eastern
Catholic Church has expressed its concern over rising love jihad cases in Kerala. The Church has
called it as an agenda to harm the religious harmony of Kerala and has warned Christian women

14

OP India Staff, Muslim protestors harass journalist, let him go after he proves he is Muslim, OP India (25
February, 2020), https://www.opindia.com/2020/02/anti-caa-riots-delhi-kerala-media-journalist-protestors-muslims/.
15
OP India Staff, More Details emerge in Sonbhadra Beheading Case, OP India (Septem 28, 2020),
https://www.opindia.com/2020/09/sonbhadra-beheading-case-hindu-girl-killed-forced-conversion-love-jihad-up/.
16

OP India Staff, Menace of Love Jihad Spreading like Wildfire, OP India (17 September 2020).
https://www.opindia.com/2020/09/20-love-jihad-cases-reported-from-up-and-others-states-in-last-2-months/.
17
Web Desk, Woman beheaded in UP Sonbhadra, husband killed her after she refused to convert, India Today
(September 25, 2020), https://www.indiatoday.in/crime/story/uttar-pradesg-sonbhadra-man-murders-wife-sherefuses-conversion-beheaded-body-found-1725177-2020-09-25.
18
Rajeev Dikshit, Woman in interfaith marriage beheaded for refusal to convert, Times of India (September 25,
2020), https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/varanasi/woman-in-interfaith-marriage-murdered-for-refusal-toconvert/articleshow/78303245.cms.
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against it.19 Even High Court of Kerala in the case of Shahan Shah vs. State of Kerala20 has
recognised the problem of love jihad. This issue is still not addressed or recognised by media.
Moreover, The Wire in its article laughs on UP Police and calls love Jihad an imaginary war
created by Hindutva Gang.21 Media is always ready to fight the good fight, it recognises the
problems like caste system, discrimination in Hindu religion but fails to acknowledge the
problems prevailing in Islam like love Jihad or even the caste system. Muslims in South Asia are
divided into three classes, that is, ‘Ashraf’,’Ajlaf’ and ‘Arzal’. The discrimination in these
classes are real; the practise of untouchability, having separate burial grounds, mocking of
backward class Muslims, practise of forcing lower Muslims to stand in back rows during Namaz
prayer in certain regions, etc. is still prevalent.22
Comparative study of News Reports
Several domestic and international news reports, including BBC, NY Times, CNN and
Bloomsberg while covering the Hathras rape case explicitly mentioned the caste of the accused.
Such coverage leads to distortion of main problem in the minds of the leaders. The fact that rape
and murder are possible against any community by any community is overlooked. It is
acceptable to mention the caste of the victim, as special rights are provided to minorities under
the Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989. However, this does not justify why the caste of accused is
mentioned in a case which did not directly concern the same. The bias in coverage is inherent as
the same news channels and media fail to mention the religion/caste in circumstances where the
communities of the accused and perpetrators were the basis of the murder. In the incident where
a Hindu boy was murdered for being romantically involved with a Muslim girl, the media
coverage explicitly excluded the mention of any religion. What is astonishing is that such
Rohini Swamy, Syro-Malabar Church says ‘love jihad’ a threat in Kerala, govt says it doesn’t exist, The Print (17
January, 2020). https://theprint.in/india/syro-malabar-church-says-love-jihad-a-threat-in-kerala-govt-says-it-doesntexist/351174/.
19

20

Shahan Shah v. Unknow, (2012) CRMC No. 302.
Sharat Prabhad, For Hindutva Gang, and Now UP Police, Each Hindu-Muslim Marriage Must Be Probed for
‘Love Jihad’, The Wire (September 14, 2020), https://thewire.in/communalism/uttar-pradesh-love-jihad-police-yogiadityanath-hindutva-vigilantes.
21

Khalid Anis Ansari, India’s Muslim community under a churn: 85% backward Pasmandas up against 15%
Ashrafs, The Print (May 13, 2020), https://theprint.in/opinion/indias-muslim-community-under-a-churn-85backward-pasmandas-up-against-15-ashrafs/234599/.
22
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credible sources of information even misreported on certain occasions. In the report of
Balrampur rape case, Bloomberg failed to identify the caste of the parties and categorised them
as “caste rapes against Dalits”.23 A reading of these reports gives the idea that caste rapes are
highly prevalent in India. Rape and murder must be given wide coverage, especially in instances
such as Hathras case where blatant violations of rights occurred. However, communalisation of
such grave incidents must not be encouraged. The mental victimization of minorities rampant
among minds of readers allows the media to profit away from such selective coverage. Caste
system exists among Muslims too. Further, there have been several instances where Muslims
have committed murder and rape atrocities, such as, while forcing a woman to take the name of
their God, and the rampant child abuse and rape prevalent in Muslim communities.24 It is only
fair that while covering caste system and caste atrocities of a certain religion, other similar
instances in other religions aren’t excluded. However, such selective coverage is funded by
parties for profit motives at the cost of social welfare.
In cases of inter-religion affairs too, the media has exhibited an inherent bias in the coverage. In
both, the cases of Ankit Saxena and Lakshmipathy, where the victims were Hindu men and were
murdered by families of Muslim women, media has consistently made a note to exclude the
names of the perpetrators.
In instances of lynching deaths too, media coverage has been extensively biased. Where a man
was lynched to death (by 12 Muslims) in a train for requesting a seat from a Muslim woman, in
front of his wife and child, the coverage fails to mention the communal angle to it. However,
when in the similar circumstance of lynching over fight for train seat, the media, including BBC
covered the aspect extensively by stating that the victim was lynched for eating beef by Hindus.
Later, the Supreme Court held that the matter was not related to beef at all. However, neither this
decision was mentioned in subsequent reports nor were the old ones edited. Further, percentage
of Muslims were unnecessarily stated despite most Islamic countries having less than 5 % of
Swarajya Staff, Mention Of ‘Upper Caste Men’ In Hathras, But Only ‘Men’ In Balrampur: That’s CNN, NYTimes,
BBC And Bloomsberg For You, Swarajyamag (October 7, 2020), https://swarajyamag.com/commentary/mention-ofupper-caste-men-in-hathras-but-only-men-in-balrampur-thats-cnn-nytimes-bbc-and-bloomsberg-for-you.
23

24

OP India Staff, Kerala: Madarsa teacher arrested for raping minor daughter for two years with 6 other men, was
on bail from earlier POCSO charges, OP India (July 22, 2020), https://www.opindia.com/2020/07/kerala-madarsateacher-rape-daughter-six-men-abortion-pocso-arrest-crime/.
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Hindus and the atrocities committed against apostates and minorities there. It is also to be noted
that Christians who consume beef too were not included in the percentage mentioned, despite the
alleged claim being discrimination against beef-consumers.
In Tamil Nadu, a man Ramalingam was murdered by a group of Muslims, six of whom belonged
to the Islamist Organisation Popular Front of India (PFI). A day before his murder, the victim
had confronted some Muslims who were trying to convert people in the SC community, which
police believe led to his murder. The way mainstream media has brushed aside the religious
aspect, including overlooking the murder which was done in accordance with Islamist ideology.
This incredible bias that the media shows towards certain communities is the main reason faith in
media is falling apart.
In the recent case of protests against Tanishq advertisement, NDTV reports on mob attacks in
Tanishq stores of Gujrat were based on blatant ignorance. This further highlights the kind of
irresponsible reporting media has resorted to in the recent decades.
Conclusion
Freedom of speech and expression can be availed by media as much as by citizens. However, the
same is not absolute in nature to either. Media, as the fourth pillar of democratic India probably
has the highest degree of responsibility vested in it. Reports are meant to meet the standards of
accuracy, impartiality and neutrality. The tone set my reports have to necessarily meet these
requirements. In a time where the country is especially sensitive to communal clashes, the
selective coverage of media against certain communities has to be addressed. There are problems
in every community and the same must be resolved through responsible reporting instead of
victimizing communities against one another.
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